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INTRO
The 13th edition of the conference that brings together brands, sports properties, agencies,
athletes and the media once again gathered key people from the industry and offered a
platform for exchanging ideas, views and experience on the rapidly changing world of
sports communication and business. Data relevance, building on authenticity and capitalising on skill sets of the 21st century summarize the main messages of the event. Twelve
countries with participants and parallel engagement in the community through digital
channels during the conference gives us wings to further enrich the SPORTO experience,
which remains on the crossroads of sponsorship, marketing, PR, branding, fan engagement, events, digital and tech topics within sport.
A very warm thank you to all the guests, delegates, partners and individuals who added
their piece into mosaic and see you at SPORTO 2017.
For SPORTO Team: Dragan Perendija, Head of Programme
(S)PORTOROŽ, April 2017
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MATEJ PRAPROTNIK

VAL 202, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR RADIO STRATEGIES

RADIO, VIDEO, SNAPCHAT:
VAL 202* AND RIO 2016
Matej Praprotnik presented insights into the digital approach
of Radio Slovenia, with sports being presented mostly on the
Val 202 station, and how younger audiences can be reached
through Snapchat. Other topics included: different content
approach on each of the social media channels, using video
to strengthen the radio brand, and a projection for immersive
storytelling.
Praprotnik started the presentation with
the Reuters digital news report which
showed that social media had, for the first
time, become more important than television with young audiences. “If you want
to stay relevant, you better move online”,
pointed out Praprotnik, but acknowledged the fact that everyone, especially in
the media, is shifting to online and social.
Therefore, “radio is not a traditional medium”, he assured. Val 202 understands the
modern media, sees the trends and tries to
follow them. Their key goal for Facebook
is to drive traffic (Facebook is a number
one referrer to their website), for Twitter
to engage, and for Snapchat to target the
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young. Above all is the focus on mobile,
which is already showing results with
around 50 percent of online visitors coming from mobile. Val 202 is trying to be
“quite credible on Facebook, very friendly
on Twitter and very informal on Snapchat”.
Sports videos coming from Val 202 are
very engaging. Since “you cannot engage
anyone without engaging their emotion”,
sport is a perfect companion. Facebook
does not have any native way to publish
audio, which means in order to make
audio engaging, Val 202 needs to make a
video. In merging emotions of the radio
reporter with emotions of the audience,

Val 202 has found a combination they
are willing to pursuit. An example shown
at the presentation was a mixture of the
video of a radio reporter broadcasting the
last seconds of the sailing competition for
the Slovenian Olympian Vasilij Žbogar
in Rio and Žbogar’s mother following
the radio broadcast in her hometown of
Izola. “We see it really is a great format
and with Facebook Live becoming such
an accessible technology, that’s really easy
to do,” said Praprotnik. The most viral of
all Val 202 videos was the one of Usain
Bolt talking Slovenian. This made the
news and therefore helped the brand.
Praprotnik stressed the Facebook Live
effect with the comedy show from
the 1. Programme of Radio Slovenia:
“Whenever we broadcast a Facebook Live
of that show, we get hundreds of likes on
that day. And during the week nothing
happens. We see that this is something we
should continue doing. We see the results.”
Val 202 successfully communicated
to their Snapchat audience with their
Teaching Portuguese project during the
Rio Olympics, but they were surprised
to learn that these audiences “don’t listen
to the radio, they don’t listen to the podcasts. It was really hard to connect with

them, but for some reason they were really
engaging and happy to work with us.”
When talking about the plans for the
future, Praprotnik revealed Val 202’s plan:
mobile and instant articles, Facebook Live,
360˚ immersive journalism and chatbots.
Val 202 achieved especially good results
with their instant articles on Facebook.
“It’s all about being mobile friendly,” said
Praprotnik and continued: “Instant articles
feature copies your web site to Facebook,

so that it loads really fast. You’re not really
loosing any traffic through your website,
because you can still use your own code.
You can still use your own analytics. And
people love it when your site is loading
fast.“ With the ever more available technology, Praprotnik praised the Facebook Live
feature for being really useful and letting
everybody know there is something happening. He is also fond of the 360˚ videos
and added: “This was and will be really
huge in sports.” What Val 202 has learned

from Snapchat is the art of storytelling,
Praprotnik concluded the presentation: “If
you’re a good storyteller, you’ll see that the
audience will stay from the first snap to the
last one. If you’re bad, they will switch off
soon.” It is uncertain what the future brings,
but Val 202 will try to follow the trends and
remain a great digital communicator.
*Val 202 radio, part of the RTV Slovenia national radiotelevision, was the official broadcasting partner for Rio 2016.
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JEREMY EDWARDS

ACTIVATIVE, HEAD OF CONTENT AND CONSULTING

SPONSORSHIP
ACTIVATIONS –
THE CLASS OF
2016: TRENDS
AND TACTICS
Jeremy Edwards presented the key contemporary sponsorship
activation trends, tactics and technologies, and showed best
practice examples focused on bravery, invention and innovation. According to him, these trends will shape the sponsorship
landscape in the future, keeping in mind that technology plays
an important part in activations and the speed of change is
only ever going to increase.
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Virtual reality and 360°
As a standout activation trend of 2016,
Jeremy Edwards pointed out that, “the
sponsorship landscape is now flooded with
360° and virtual reality leading-edge initiatives and pretty much everyone is doing
it.” But the technology alone is not enough
anymore, “you need to have a real reason
and a real story,” added Edwards. One of
the examples is the sponsorship of the
Liverpool Football Club by the Standard
Chartered Bank, which puts fans in the
players’ shoes with the aid of a headset and
earphones.
Big data = creative data
In the recent years, marketers have talked
endlessly about big data and its targeting
and purchasing power, but sizeable stats
sets can also be turned into added value
entertainment content and even beautiful,
award-winning creative campaigns and
events. Edwards showed the case of Honda
and its ‘Sound of Ayrton Senna’, where data
created content, and the ‘cooperation’ in
game coaching between IBM Watson and
the tennis player Serena Williams.
Sponsors creating products instead
of promotional campaigns
Tangible technology is a major trend in
contemporary sports sponsorship mar10 | SPORTO 2016

keting: when brands are activating around
an event/property, leveraging partnership/team rights, or just advertising
around a sports ambassador or endorser.
A great example is ‘Blind Cap’, a project
by Samsung for the Spanish Paralympic
Team, improving conditions for blind
swimmers. Another great example,
demonstrated by Edwards, was ‘BeatBot’,
Puma’s programmable, self-driving robot
presented by Usain Bolt, which aims to
motivate runners better than a stopwatch.
Apps and social
The rise of activation via apps continues.
In the month of its launch, in July 2008,
800 apps were downloaded from the Apple
Store. In July 2015, the number was 1.5
million and the cumulative number by
July 2016 was 100 billion. According to
We Are Social, the planet’s social population is now 2 billion. From sponsored
team/tournament banter to fan interactive
balling and participatory play, “when it
comes to sponsorship activation, remember, social is sociable,” said Edwards. But
can brands be social? They need to be
very careful about their role in the people-to-people conversations. One example
is Foot Locker’s ‘Play My Tweet’ with the
NBA player James Harden. Consumers
were encouraged to tweet suggestions of

anything they would like to see Harden
do and Foot Locker printed a selection of
those ideas on basketballs.
Viral social stunts
Sports fans love stunts, especially those
that either amaze, astonish or challenge/
explore social manners with a sense of
humour. “For sports sponsors, this kind
of activation tactic can really ignite viral
sharing, if done well,” said Edwards and
as an example presented Heineken, which
does it better than all the others with the
UEFA Champions League.
Live real-time experiences
The previous examples started socially,
spread virally and ended at an event for
an entertainment experience. It can also
work the other way around. “You can start
your stunt at the event and it can spread
socially from there,” pointed out Edwards.
Example: the Emirates' crew demonstrated the ‘safety video’ with a twist in front of
65,000 Benfica fans.
Causes and movements
Cause marketing is growing fast. In the
USA alone, cause marketing spend tripled in the last 10 years and amounted to
$2 billion. Jeremy Edwards explained why
it works: “Because customers feel that too

many brands have been untrustworthy for
far too long.” An example is ‘The Second
Scoreboard’ campaign, created by J.
Walter Thompson Costa Rica, the leading
TV station Teletica and the Costa-Rican
Soccer Federation on behalf of Costa
Rica’s Ministry of Women’s Affairs, to
raise awareness of the increased domestic
violence during soccer matches. During
every game televised by Teletica, a second scoreboard, added right next to the
usual match score, tracked the number of
domestic violence incidents reported to
the police in real time.
Film/TV craft
Tech leadership may be the top trend
across the advertising and sponsorship
activation landscape, but there is still a
huge role for film and television to be
played, especially linking TV, longer-form
web film and short social clips. “By 2019,
80 percent of web traffic will be in video,”
stated Edwards. One of the greatest examples in the recent years are the beautifully
crafted ads for Under Armour, such as
‘Rule Yourself ’ with Michael Phelps.
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SAŠA ĆIRIĆ

FRIKOM, HEAD OF MARKETING

NIKO KUŠAR

TELEKOM SLOVENIJE, HEAD OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

JEREMY EDWARDS

ACTIVATIVE, HEAD OF CONTENT AND CONSULTING
MODERATOR: ŠPELA ŽORŽ | GREY

SPONSORSHIP
TRENDS AND TACTICS
In sponsorship activation, it is all about the idea, implemented
and executed on a local level. In the panel, two locally relevant
cases, the ‘Frikom Basket’ project and Telekom’s ‘Tvitajmo za
naše’ (Tweet for our Team), were also discussed.

for the Slovenian Olympic Team and
then stitched some of the best tweets on
towels, which were given as a present
to Slovenian athletes. In 2016, they also
upgraded their campaign with 360° video
content, an online game, a series of podcasts and once again collaborated with the
Slovenian Olympic Committee in giving a
donation to the foundation for the young
sportspeople with an underprivileged
social background.

Jeremy Edwards (Activative) presented
many examples of sponsorship activations of brands with substantial marketing budgets (such as Pepsi with the budget
of more than $1 billion). Although some
of the brands invest a lot, the panellists
agreed that lack of funds is not an obstacle
if you have a great idea that resonates with
fans on a local level. “You just have to add
value,” said Saša Ćirić, Head of Marketing
at the Serbian ice cream and frozen food
brand Frikom, which received the “ESA
Best of Europe Silver Award” for their
Frikom Basket project in 2015. Niko Kušar,
Head of Marketing Communications at

Special products for special
(sports) events
Many brands develop special products
when sponsoring a sports event. Jeremy
Edwards emphasized that “it is a quite
common tactic for companies to produce
products outside their usual product sets.”
He mentioned the case of Budweiser,
which gave away free branded cans of beer
at NHL matches and also developed ‘Red
Light’, a device similar to the police lights.
The user downloaded the Budweiser Red
Light app, which wirelessly connects to the
light. Once the user selected the city where
the NHL match was played, the lamp light-
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Telekom Slovenije, pointed out that “it
is more about how much effort you put
into the realization of an idea to have an
impact on a local level”. A great example
is Telekom’s Twitter focused activation
‘TvitajmoZaNaše’, which was recognised
as one of the leading activations by the
International Olympic Committee. As
the first Slovenian company, Telekom
Slovenije used Twitter for sponsorship
activation in 2012, during the London
Olympics, and further evolved it for the
2014 and 2016 Olympics in Sochi and
Rio de Janeiro. They invited their Twitter
followers to post motivational tweets

ed up whenever his favourite team scored.
At first, the lights were given away for free,
but now they sell them for $160 and so far
they have sold around 70,000 of these innovative souvenirs.
Frikom is no exception to the rule – the
company has also designed some special
occasion products. At EuroBasket 2015, the
fans could taste an ice cream, packaged as
a basketball, and found a sticker under the
cap for their sticker album. The aim of the
project was, as Ćirić explained, to inspire
the youth to play basketball and to introduce new basketball players with the help
of the stickers. They upgraded the project
with an online game called ‘Frikom Basket’
and a renovation of the basketball courts.
When the balance of power shifts
Sponsorship activation is a very powerful
marketing tool, but the balance of power
has fundamentally changed. “The power is in the hands of brands now,” stated
Edwards, because they established a direct
relationship with fans and they do not need
a traditional broadcaster like a sports club or
a rights holder to activate anymore.“Brands
are becoming stronger and more confident
in negotiations. More power for brands creates more challenges for all the other players
– from rights holders to broadcasters – who
have to be more flexible in their sponsorship packages,” concluded Edwards.
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MATT ROGAN

TWO CIRCLES, CHAIRMAN & ESP PROPERTIES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DATA AND
DIGITAL:
CHANGING THE
GAME FOR SPORT
Two Circles's slogan is Data Driven Sport and the main idea
behind their Chairman Matt Rogan’s presentation is that data
is reshaping the world, that the digital tools that can be used
do not mean high-end technology, and that the need for the
accountability in the industry calls for different skill sets.
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Because of the exponential growth in
content and incremental growth in leisure time in 21st century, consumers
now have higher expectations than ever
and can quickly disengage. Together
with the omnipresent digital footprint,
brands now have an appetite for “specific audiences, greater demand for evaluation and more options than ever before”.
Data is very much changing our world
in Matt Rogan’s opinion, and instead
of panicking he recommends everyone
to see this as an opportunity. The key
is integration of that data and understanding that data is only an enabler.
“You have to put that together with fabulous thinking and understanding and
insights to drive great messaging,” he
pointed out.
Matchday: understand your
customers
Together with the typical information
that a rights holder has about their fans,
Matt Rogan advised not to forget about
the often missed out “How far do you
live from where you’re going?” The other important thing, since “revenue is the
lifeblood for all of us”, is “understanding
who buys when and why, and thinking
about how you use digital to influence
that.” Rogan also acknowledged: “We
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don’t understand lapsing well enough.
We’re so worried about the next new
customer that we don’t understand what
happened to the last year’s.” Segmenting
your audience in professional sports is
the key. They can be newbies, once-ayear, loyal, away fans, or lapsed fans. As
an example, Rogan set Amazon’s digitally
automated emails – highly personalized
content based on the customers’ experience – and recommended: “Sport can do
that, too. Sport can have a database built
in Microsoft Excel or an add-on and then
just have digital marketing tools read of
it. Let technology take the strain for you
and spend the focused face-to-face time
on something else; get your athletes to
turn up at your supporters’ houses and
say thank you – to the ones you think
they’re not coming back.”
Is it the end of the traditional
sponsorship model?
An example of harnessing the data and
digital tools in a right way is given by
Beats, recognised as an Olympics and
FIFA World Cup partner among fans
without any official affiliation. Sony spent
279 million dollars on being the Electronic
Partner of FIFA World Cup, but failed to
be recognised. “In that world, smart use of
data and digital on Beats end has allowed

them to rip out the traditional sponsorship model”, said Rogan. That does not
mean traditional sponsorship deals do
not exist anymore, a good example being
the Virgin Media and Southampton FC
collaboration, but what potential sponsors want, added Rogan, is: “Anything we
get involved with had better known their
audience, had better understood how to
connect with it and any sponsorship have
better offered us more understanding and
more insight. Otherwise we’ll just buy it
digitally. Using data as an inventory is
out of the question, a plan for the rights
holder or an agency should be “to get
more information from the broader digital world into their customer intelligence”.
Big experiences are compelling, but if you
get data and digital right, “you can have
one million activations – to make it real
for that one person and make it personalized,” added Rogan.
Broadcast: the most disruptive
field in the industry
Incredible things happened in 2016: NFL
gave it rights to Twitter for 10 million
dollars (in NFL terms next-to-nothing), Snapchat paid 1.2 billion dollars to
be able to share Olympic content with
NBC, BT Sports broadcasted Champions
League Final free on YouTube etc.

Smart organizations like NFL, so Rogan,
do fantastic job navigating their content
“directly to customers, through social
media, through traditional broadcasters”,
the point being to try and “hit the right
audience with the right content at the
right time, sometimes for next to nothing”. Anyone can operate in this environment and “the prize is not just more people engaging with your sport, the prize is
also the data that comes with that”, added
Rogan and in conclusion drew the parallels with working at MTV, who needed to
adjust to the iTunes and later to Snapchat
economic models: “Make no mistake,
sport is starting that journey now. All the
signs, all the insecurities, all the ‘it’s 10
years off’ – everything is exactly the same.”
As clearly pointed out in the lecture,
in Matt Rogan’s opinion the industry
needs to finally be accountable for the
measurements and the data. The right
brain (overly used in the past 25 years)
should work closer together with its
logical, detailed counterpart on the left.
Passion and emotion have always been
on the side of sports.

TANYA JOSEPH

SPORT ENGLAND, DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS

THIS GIRL CAN
Tanya Joseph attended SPORTO 2016 as the Director of Business
Partnerships at Sport England, responsible for corporate affairs
and commercial relationships. She was the ‘brains behind the
This Girl Can campaign’, which not only had an amazing impact
on increasing female participation in sport, but also pushed
boundaries towards gender equality in society in general.
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The problem
As Tanya Joseph stated, Sport England’s
job is to get people play sports, to be
active, to exercise. They want to change
people’s behaviour. This is similar to
what she was doing at her former job at
a supermarket chain before she joined
Sport England. Therefore, she found it
challenging to join the team that was
not used to talk to customers. “They’re
very good at making people buy tickets, T-shirts, but not very good at convincing them to play sport.” This is the
reason “it felt like a strange idea to get
people who are not good at something
to do something you really need them
to do,” she said.
The insight
They had done a major insight study
about how sport participation in the
UK suffers from a significant gender
gap and about the fear of judgement
being the primary barrier holding women back from participating in sport. “I
didn’t want a big campaign that people
wouldn’t notice. We wanted to be disruptive. We wanted ‘campaigning’, not
a campaign”. And this is how This Girl
Can was born. “The manifesto that women come in all shapes and sizes and levels and ability. It doesn’t matter if you’re
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rubbish or an expert. The point is you’re
a woman and you’re doing something,”
Tanya Joseph said and continued with
the three most important objectives they
had set: to raise awareness, change attitude and get women to take action.
Campaign development
They had started with the insights and
had continued with a soft launch, talking
to a few journalists just to get them used
to the idea, so that when they went above
the line, they would understand what
they wanted to say. They did small online
pieces of content and some blogging. “At
that time this was a big deal in Great
Britain. If you wanted to talk to teenage
girls, this was the channel. It was the
Snapchat of the day,” Joseph explained.
Besides, they produced a couple of short
content films and put them on their website. They had almost 7,000 Facebook
fans with no paid promotions and 1,000
Twitter followers in just six weeks.
The first TV ad for This Girl Can was
broadcasted on ITV in January 2015 and
an initial investment in primetime TV
and outdoor advertising provided the
foundation for building a vibrant social
media community.

Commercial partners were also a growing part of the campaign. “I said ‘no’ to
literary thousands of brands. We needed to feel the relationship would add
value. Not just to the brand partner but
also to the campaign and our audience.
Regarding this, I would definitely highlight Marks & Spencer and the charity
Sport Relief,” Tanya Joseph told the audience at SPORTO.
The results
Social was delivering. This Girl Can
campaign had been talked about on
social media every day since the launch.
On Facebook, the campaign reached 97
percent of all women aged 14-40, with
the engagement rate of more than 18
percent (the benchmark was 1-2 percent). Twitter had 40 percent of video
view completions (the benchmark was
5-7 percent), while the Instagram content reached over 60 percent of all women under 24 years.

ognize the campaign said they had started or got back into being active. 150,000
more women got active at least once a
week, every week. This means there are
now over 7 million women who are taking part regularly. We know we’re getting
a behaviour changing,” explained Tanya
Joseph with pride.
That was the best return on investment
that Sport England had on any of the
campaigns they had ever run, she pointed out, and also shared their greatest
lessons they had learned from the campaign: “Use insight, understanding and
empathy. Think carefully about role
models. Language and tone of voice are
crucial. Test and learn, test and learn.
Create and curate conversations that
charm. React, respond, recognize and
reward. Be bold.”

“Some of our results are really impressive and I couldn’t be more proud. 37
million of you have watched This Girl
Can on Facebook and You Tube alone.
540,000 of you have so far come together
in the TGC social media community. 24
percent of women aged 14-40 who recSPORTO 2016 | 21

MATT ROGAN

TWO CIRCLES & ESP PROPERTIES

TANYA JOSEPH
SPORT ENGLAND

MODERATOR: LUKA MASELJ | SPORT MEDIA FOCUS

DATA INSIGHT AND
ENGAGING AUDIENCES
Matt Rogan and Tanya Joseph answered questions about the
days of bluff and hunch in the sports marketing (and sponsorship) industry coming to an end, presented the ‘more thinking
& less execution’ approach, discussed the not-so-expensive
possibilities, and envisioned the near future of the industry according to their wishes.
Ultimately, it is hard evidence, not emotion, that will convince the senior people
or the professionals in the sports marketing industry, who are also part of industry’s
audience, agreed Rogan and Joseph. “We
know when people just haven’t got it right
and we can quickly loose our credibility as
professionals with our internal stakeholders,” added Joseph. Rogan presented his
experience with marketing teams pushing
out content the whole week and pushing out some more of it on matchday. He
emphasized that “it takes a brave person
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to say which 50 percent of their marketing doesn’t work and to decide not to do
it anymore”. Rogan presented the idea of
the working week consisting of a lot less
time doing and a lot more time thinking.
“The data is what gives you the evidence,”
he added. The panellists also agreed on the
fact that it is really difficult to jump off the
carousel once it starts and that it is easy to
stay on the safe side and continue doing
what the industry has been doing.

Smart on social and smart with
analytic tools
Budget often presents the greatest obstacle
in a campaign. But according to Rogan,
“up to 80 percent of the value will be in
the things you don’t have to pay for.” The
advice is to accept social as your friend.
“It’s about getting the tone right and adding value to those conversations. It means
listening as much as talking and posting,”
advised Joseph. She presented the anecdote
of a theatre company spending a lot of
money and time on promoting their posts,
but being reluctant to re-post her tweets
even if they could only help with their promotion, since Joseph is a real theatre fan.
What else is important to your costumer is
an influential aspect and it can lead to understanding what the influences are and working with that. Rogan talked about a mass
participation running event that changed
their behaviour, firstly, to finally allow people to enter via Facebook and Twitter, and
secondly, to make a great partnership based
just on open data. They worked out which
100 of the 3,000 participants who apply
first have the highest number of followers,
made a deal with a shoe company and based

on that built a great activation campaign.
Rogan also advised everyone to use Google
Analytics more often, just to check consumers’ behaviour on your webpage, how they
spend time on it, when they fall off…
The future of sport
Tanya Joseph wished for the percentage of
adults practising sport in Britain to go up
in five-years time from 30 to 50 percent
and elaborated on her wish for women in
sport. “I wish that more women would not
be playing sports just on grassroots level
but being able to be more involved in the
commercial sports and making a better
living out of it.” On the other hand, Rogan
is looking forward to the sports marketing
(and sponsorship) industry being more
challenging and asking difficult questions
about the real impact of possibly great
and technologically advanced activations.
“Ultimately, I wish for us all who are currently custodians of the industry to be a little more prepared to change and a little bit
less focused on preserving the status quo.
I think it’s eminently doable. And it would
be doable because things that do challenge
a status quo in this world drive results. And
you can prove it,” concluded Rogan.
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MATTHEW LEOPOLD

BRITISH GAS, HEAD OF BRAND PARTNERSHIPS

MEASURING EFFECTS: THE
RIGHT AND WRONG MOVES
Matthew Leopold, Head of Brand Partnerships at British Gas,
presented his thoughts, mistakes and lessons learned during
the six-year partnership with British swimming (focusing on
measurement, brand benefits and tracking). He argued that
sponsorship is a complicated programme that needs further
evolution and a more customer focused approach.
Matthew Leopold started the presentation
with the thought that sponsorship has seen
very little evolution over the last years. He
argued there is a lack of typical questions:
“Who is the customer, who are the people
we are trying to target, who are the people
we want to get excited and interested in
what we are doing…” In his view, the media
remains the ‘king’ and the sponsorship’s
success is still based on media exposure.
He added that there is still not enough segmentation. The ultimate driver of success
in partnerships, in his opinion, should be
the question “Why does the sponsorship
really work?” and “Why would people feel
different about our brand as a result of an
activity we are doing?”
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Evolution of the sponsorship
industry needed
In his belief, there are four key things we
should do as an industry to evolve. Number
one – marketing principles (the foundation
of everything: research, segmentation,
ROI approach…). Number two – customer focus (We need to think about the
customer: Who it is we want to speak to
and what it is that we want them to do?).
Number three – real benefits (What can a
sponsorship really do for us; sponsorship
is not always the right tool for achieving
our goals). Number four – tracking (We
need to really understand the impact that a
sponsorship can have).

British Gas is a company with great heritage, it is trusted and well known. On the
other side, it was seen as an old business
and untrusted (because of the perception
that the brand did not change). The challenge was to reengage with the British Gas
customer. British swimming was used as a
platform. Matthew Leopold named six lessons learned from that sponsorship journey.
Know your outcomes
In Leopold’s view, sponsorship is a complicated programme that will not directly
change Net Promoter Score, for example
(NPS; explained as a result of the experience you have just had and how likely
you are to promote this business to your
friends). Instead, they asked themselves
what they could do for the consumer
(improve likeability, affinity, grow the consideration regarding the British Gas brand
among people who are fans and participants within sports). He also argued that
employees are often a forgotten element
of a sponsorship outcome. Engaged and
involved employees are more proud to
work for the brand. And finally, it is about
the sponsored partner. “What is the big
thing they care about? To align the interest
is very important… in the case of British
Gas, the key was to grow the participation
in the sport,” said Leopold.

Know your audience
Leopold continued that the key point is
to know who is going to care: “Fans and
supporters are the most engaged. The
challenge is: how can you measure your
impact on this group and how can you
grow the audience… the more people are
interested in what we are trying to say as a
brand, the more people will show empathy
for the brand.”
Create a unifying vision
It is important to have a clear vision that
will drive everything forward. In the case
of British Gas, the core vision was to inspire
more people to swim more.“And when you
have a vision, everyone knows what’s happening,” said Leopold.
Outputs must be based on inputs
Leopold suggested using data to inform
and not to justify (for example, too much
focus is on the measurement of awareness).
Big numbers are not always helpful
“Big numbers as a result of media exposure are misleading. They sound exciting,
but we have to be much clearer what it is
we want to achieve. Media is not a ROI.
If it’s used as the ROI or an objective, the
true value of sponsorship is lost,” pointed
out Leopold.

Not all brand activations are
sustainable
Connected to sustainability, a parallel
between free swims and a more effective
swim programme, specifically for families (provided by British Gas), was used.
“When everything aligns together, you can
make a significant and lasting difference,”
added Leopold.
Five sponsorship thoughts
for the end
Matthew Leopold presented five ideas as a
wrap-up. “Let’s make sure we bring a partnership mindset to what we are doing. Be
rigid in how you manage and develop the
partnership,” argued Leopold. The second

thought was to remember that sponsorship
is about emotions: how to get customers
to feel more positive about your brand.
Thirdly, it is about connection. “Make sure
you have a really good connection between
yourself, the rights holder and the customer. It’s a triangle. It could be rational or
emotional – share the same desire even if
it’s not a rational connection,” said Leopold.
The fourth one is about amplification – telling people why you are doing it and why
it is important. And finally: “Why should
customers care? You have to give them
something, add value to them and their
relationship with a third party. And be very
careful that content doesn’t become a clutter,” concluded Matthew Leopold.
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JAMES KENNEDY

SOUTHAMPTON FC, HEAD OF MARKETING

COMBINING SCIENCE & ARTS
TO DRIVE BRAND THROUGH
DIGITAL
James Kennedy, Head of Marketing at the Premier League
Football Club Southampton, introduced the insight, philosophy and approach of the club’s marketing department,
the importance of data provided by the right partner, and
argued that the right content should be distributed to the
right audience.
Southampton Football Club went from
almost no existence and a fifth-league relegation to being the fastest growing brand
in the world of football, according to The
Brand Finance Football 50 annual report.
All that has happened in just ten years. The
club’s slogan ‘We never stop, we march on’
is powerful because it shows how the club
thinks and what they do to get better and
better every time: on and off the field.
The Southampton Way
It is ‘The Southampton Way’, explained
Kennedy and continued: “It’s about being
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and fan engagement. The fan base is the core
and should be the most important thing for
every club.” The fans do not need to be hardcore fans, but engaging with them can help
grow a club’s fan base and that can help growing the commercial part of the club.
Beliefs
A club has a few statements they believe in.
They call them beliefs – the external view
of The Southampton Way: “We play the
right way – We grow talent – We are forward-thinking – We push boundaries – We
never stop.”

consistent, doing things in a way that contains the culture and the football philosophy
of the club. Words such as respect, unity and
creativity are what we stand for.” It can be
said this is the culture of the Saints, how they
behave off the pitch, how they do business,
how they sell tickets, how they treat players,
actually, in every move they make.

For Southampton, it is important that the
football and the commercial side of the
business go hand in hand, as Kennedy
said: “If we want to pay the players better wages, I have to make more money; if
I want to make more money, the players
have to play really well. So you can’t have
separate beliefs.” He continued: “You have
to have a story and you have to have a
brand! And it has to be true, otherwise the
people will see it's not real!”

James Kennedy also said: “As a club, our purpose is to turn potential into excellence in
everything we do. Not just in making players,
but also in people development, the community, the digital part, partnerships activation

Science
Believing in science has helped the
club to develop. In the Premier League,
Southampton competes with clubs with
much bigger budgets, such as Manchester

United and City, Chelsea, Liverpool,
Arsenal. Southampton learned how to
use science and data to be better than the
rest. They connected with Two Circles and
realized that to know your fan and your
base can help you now and in the future.
Kennedy pointed out: “Our campaign can’t
hit such a big audience as the aforementioned clubs’, but the people we engage with
are much more responsive, which is better
for us and our partners. It's about quality,
not about quantity. Having the right information, you can create a campaign with the
right content and for the right audience.”
Kennedy added: “It's all about adapting.
If this campaign doesn't work – change it,
adapt it, learn something and go forward.
We still have to grow! Our goal now is to
be Champions League ready! To do that
we have to have fans everywhere – China,
Japan, USA, the rest of Europe…”

From all the research and the data provided, Southampton created seven personas
and everything they do now as a club is
related to this: Football followers, Saints
unaware, Saints resistors, Football techies,
Friendly mainstreamers, Friendly fanatics
and Friendly purists. “Behind these seven
personas, there are thousands of pages and
data and now we can transform this into
business. When we know where we can put
those seven personas, we can create content.
Fans are content-grazing! But be careful,
don't just create the content, you must create
the right content,” stressed Kennedy.
Southampton content strategy can be
explained in three points: Entertain, Engage
and Nurture. And what was a game changer
for Southampton? They became a broadcast
hub and own their content; they present
their content differently; they have a flexible
mode of their web page.

Activating partners
Understanding partners is the key,
Kennedy also said: “It's really important to
choose the right partners. For us, partnership activation and fan base engagement
are very important aspects. You can spend
a big amount of money on one campaign or
a smaller amount, but it's all about getting
the right content. And you can’t expect the
ROI right away.”
When they have a new partner, they do
two things first: they talk them through the
insights and they talk them through the
brand love theory. Then they try to find the
shared value. When they know the partner’s
objective, they can figure out what the right
audience is and they can connect with it
with the right content.
Growth off the pitch
In the 2014/15 season, FC Southampton was
the fastest growing brand also on Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube in the Premier League.
“We grow and our stories grow. We are not
the best club, but we grow and we do the
things right. And we can show that to our
partners,” concluded Kennedy.
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PETER PREVC

SPORTO BRAND 2014, 2015, 2016
MODERATOR: GAŠPER PAVLI | SPORT MEDIA FOCUS

SPORTO TALK:
PETER PREVC
Talking one-on-one with Peter Prevc, we got an insight
into the marketing industry from the perspective of one of
the best ski jumpers of all time, the overall winner of the
2015/2016 season, the holder of the record number of wins
in one season and the two-time Olympic medallist, nominated for ‘Athlete of the Year’ by US Sport Academy in 2016.
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During the talk on the importance of
marketing in the sports industry, Peter
Prevc often pointed out that trainings
and successful sporting performances
must always come first, otherwise everything else fails. He listed this as one of the
reasons he has been building his Peter
Prevc personal brand slowly. Regarding
his personal logo (used for his own merchandise), he said he had had the idea
forming in his mind for quite a while and
then his partner Mina suggested the formation of two letters ‘P’ in blue that represent wings and a ski jumper. The logo
could also stand for sports in general, ski
jumping, edginess.
Part of Ski Association of Slovenia’s
sponsorship structure
Peter Prevc is the leading face in the Ski
Association of Slovenia (SAS) sponsor
campaigns, while the Triglav insurer is
his most notable personal sponsor and
is also cooperating with his two younger brothers, also national team members.
Somehow logically, he firstly mentioned
the brand exposed on his competition
helm: Gorenje, a long-term main sponsor of the Nordic disciplines at SAS.
Although Prevc would probably be very
interesting for a global sports-marketing
giant like Red Bull, he declined the possi30 | SPORTO 2016

bility of using another brand’s logo on his
helm, which is the most exposed branding part in winter sports: “The chances of
that happening are very slim because of
the very tight long-term partnership with
the Ski Association of Slovenia, where
the complete ski-jumping pyramid could
be affected.” As an athlete with a clear
status within SAS, he quickly learnt that
sponsorship agreements mean more support for younger ski-jumpers as well. He
therefore sees sponsorships as primarily a combination of an initial support
and investment. “And later things turn.
When an athlete becomes successful and
recognised, the brand can use them for
their communication and through various activities gets reimbursed for their
investment in the younger generations.”
Prevc realizes that a two-way relationship needs to be developed with sponsors.
“To simply wear a sponsor’s logo on your
clothing is insufficient nowadays, one has
to be physically present and participate in
various activities.”
Peter Prevc (with more than 100,000 followers on Instagram and Facebook) confirmed that social networks are a welcome
tool of communication with fans, followers, and one of the means of coopera-

tion with sponsors. “One can be in touch
with the fans 24/7, even when there are
no competitions. It is also easier to work
with sponsors. But the social media can
also present a danger of letting people
too close to one’s personal life. I have my
boundaries. I don’t know what it would be
like if I took photos of myself in the mirror
after just getting up in the morning. This
isn’t me and I don’t do such things. I wish
to only post things with meaning, things
that are real and perhaps a bit whimsical.” Prevc sees the broader media world
as a part of a successful sporting career:
“When you are successful, the media
wants you and looks for you, but SAS’s PR
makes sure we are not overwhelmed. So
far, they have been doing a very good job.
I myself do not even experience the whole
‘circus’ so much.”
As an athlete and as a person, Peter Prevc
remains very much in touch with real life.
Nejc Zaplotnik’s (famous Slovenian alpinist) book ‘Pot’ (The Way) is the only one
he has read numerous times. For a reason. “I realized it isn’t good having a goal
and leaving bodies behind to reach it. You
have to have a vision of how to succeed, of
how to leave more than just a grave-stone
and ashes behind. But I realize everything
can turn in life very quickly,” said Prevc,

who collected stickers of winter athletes
himself during SAS’s Winter Heroes activation. “I only have four missing and it
was very difficult to find Peter Prevc. It all
brought me back to my youth when I collected stickers of footballers. And it also

gave me a better insight into individual
winter disciplines,” he concluded the talk
on SAS’s current activity, in which he is
part of the Slovenian winter heroes team.
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TINA CIPOT

LIDL SLOVENIJA, HEAD OF PR DEPARTMENT

KATJA ŠTEBLJAJ KRASKO

ELES, HEAD OF CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
MODERATOR: DIJANA VETTURELLI | VETURELLI

DISCUSSION:
SPONSORSHIP AND
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Lidl Slovenija and ELES prove that internal sponsorship activation is just as important as the external one. Employees can
be the greatest ambassadors of a sports sponsorship if the
internal communication primarily focuses on them.
“A one-percent increase in employee motivation leads to a 0.6-percent increase in the
company’s turnover. Internal communication is therefore being used increasingly
in sponsorships, although we don’t hear a
lot about it,” Dijana Vetturelli, owner and
director of the sponsorship consultancy
Vetturelli, began the discussion.
Katja Štebljaj Krasko, Head of Corporate
Communications at ELES (Electricity
Transmission System Operator), argued
that companies invest more in external
communication because they believe it
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would have more positive effects on their
business performance. “But they tend
to forget that employees are the greatest
ambassadors. No communication strategy, even the most expensive one, can help
without engaged employees,” said Štebljaj
Krasko. In her opinion, the extension of
sports sponsorship yields extraordinary
effects among employees as it increases
the sense of belonging, pride and other
positive feelings they experience when
witnessing world-class sports events, such
as ski jumping in Planica.

Authenticity as the key factor of
sponsorship activation
Last year, Lidl Slovenija became a partner
of the National Paralympic Committee of
Slovenia, which is Lidl’s first sports sponsorship. The story is closely connected to
Lidl’s marketing campaign ‘Inspiration’
(‘Navdih’), said Tina Cipot, Head of PR
Department at Lidl Slovenija. When Lidl
looked for an ‘upgrade’ of the campaign
with an added value, they came into contact with the Paralympic Committee. As
they both fight for better recognition in
the market where they are considered
as ‘different’, they soon found some contact points. “We therefore decided for a
sponsorship that changed us as a company as well as the disabled sports, and we
both got the impetus for the way ahead,”
pointed out Cipot.
She also agreed that their employees are
their first ambassadors and the main focus
of the company in such projects. The
Paralympic athletes were invited to give
motivational speeches and workshops to
Lidl’s employees, who welcomed them
enthusiastically. “We created a synergy
with the athletes and we wanted to assure
that they’re celebrated as heroes,” argued

Cipot, who attributes the success of the
sponsorship activation to authenticity.
‘Sports’ values of the company
ELES found itself at the crossroads and
the company wanted to “set the compass
right”, said Katja Štebljaj Krasko. When
they asked themselves who the greatest
heroes of our times and our role models
were, the answer was clear: the athletes.
They have chosen six Slovenian athletes
and sports teams and connected them to
the six values the company set: responsibility, commitment, knowledge, reliability, cooperation, and perseverance. When
asked on what criteria they chose the

athletes, she answered: “Personality, personality, and personality.” In her words,
athletes have the most advanced value
system. “Their compass is clear. Sports is
the only industry where there is no room
for whining, only hard work and perseverance, the values we wanted to resonate
with our employees as well.”
The results of the internal communication
at ELES were encouraging: “Not only was
the organisational climate better, more
employees also became members of our
internal sports club and they were motivated for sport activities.”

Conclusion: it is all about emotions
Both panellists concluded that the internal
communication in sponsorship activation
is just as important as external. “When
employees began to live the values of the
athletes we sponsor, something changed
in the company. But you need to have a
change agent and that is the biggest contribution of sponsorship,” said Cipot.
Štebljaj Krasko added: “Sports is all about
emotions. With emotions we can reach
our communication goals. And once
again: authenticity is the key.”
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CLIFFORD BLOXHAM
OCTAGON UK, VICE PRESIDENT TALENT + PROPERTIES

FROM ILIE
NASTASE TO
MICHAEL PHELPS
Clifford Bloxham presented learnings and insight from his
35-year journey of working with talents that began with the
tennis player Ilie Nastase and continues today with Michael
Phelps, the most decorated Olympian of all times and currently one of the most recognisable athletes globally. Bloxham primarily focused on two topics: building athletes as
brands and how sponsor brands can successfully activate
ambassadors.
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Bloxham started the presentation with a
clear message: how everybody talks about
the power of sponsors and the power of
TV, but it is important to have in mind
that the industry is driven by the athletes.
Octagon is currently looking after 800
people in 68 markets around the world
and each year they go into around 3,000
ambassador partnerships.
The start and core purpose
How do we start building an athlete’s
brand? “We always start at the end,”
explained Bloxham. From the moment the
athletes become known in the public, their
story is being told and there is nothing they
can do. Going into the past and trying to
change it is not possible. “You have to start
right, right from the beginning, whoever
you are. You need to ask yourself: How do
I want people to remember me when I finish my career…?” Bloxham emphasized the
importance for agencies and agents to really know the talent they want to represent
and to know what it is about the athlete
that is real. Core ideology and positioning
are key, according to Bloxham, the positioning of Disney as a brand being a fantastic example. “We are looking at the glue
that is holding the organisation together
and which applies the same to an athlete,”
said Bloxham when discussing the core
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purpose or the so called estimated future
for the athletes (what you want to achieve
in 10-, 20-year time). For Michael Phelps, it
was to help put swimming at the top in the
American sport and he made decisions in
his career that followed that core purpose.
Identity and relevance
“When a brand or the media look at the
athlete, they see them in a certain way and
they tend to stereotype people. When you
are building a brand, the first goal is to get
the athlete ‘invited to the party’. Also as a
retired athlete, you need to stay relevant,
and if you are ‘at the party’, you need to
have an identity: what you stand for and
where you fit in...,” said Bloxham and added
that athletes need to keep in mind that they
compete for endorsements with actors and
other personalities from entertainment.
Connected to the social media, Bloxham
emphasized that athletes are their own
broadcasters. He shared an insight about
the football player Daniel Sturridge, who
never wanted to be on social media when
he was younger and he had not started
until 2 years ago. The agency registered
and verified his Twitter account and posted only one post with a message, in which
Sturridge explained that he is not ready
to go onto social media but as soon as he

is, he will let them know. He started with
400k fans based on that one message and
today he is a successful influencer with
more than 7 million followers. Bloxham
also stressed the importance of great, natural content that builds value for athletes as
ambassadors.
Why a brand matters
“Why does a brand matter? Corporate
brands, sponsors know what they are doing,
know who their consumers are, what they
do, what they watch… They will look for
ambassadors who will engage their consumers and they will look at them based
on their brands,” said Bloxham. He added
that the important questions are: Can they
influence people? Can they change perception to buy their product? Do they fit? How
well-known are they in certain markets?
Are they trustworthy? How engaged are
they on social media?... Bloxham emphasized that one of the most important things
is relevance. Great achievements like winning a gold medal at the Olympics or winning at Wimbledon give athletes currency
for the rest of their lives. He also stressed
the importance of values (Live your brand),
uniqueness (Stand out from the crowd)
and use of logos/trademarks, although they
are not for everybody and there is also the
importance of timing. Lacoste and Fred

Perry are two athletes who built brands
that stood the test of time.
What makes a great activation?
From the athlete’s perspective, the best
thing about having good partnerships is
that they build athlete’s brands. “You don’t
want a brand that is putting out the message that doesn’t fit,” said Bloxham about
the importance of a brand fit and quality
communication. From the brand’s perspective, talents can give a brand the edge when
helping with their positioning. They also
“bring out the big players” and companies
should use them more at sales pitches etc.
Bloxham also presented further learnings
for brands. One of them is to maximize
the available time when working with athletes, to use great creativity, and to build a
long-lasting relationship, which is the most
powerful. A lot of brands are very ‘seasonal’ and they stay with an athlete only when
they are ‘hot’. “Always remember they’re
humans, too... They’re not robots, they’re
not actors. You got to know the athletes, do
more than just look at Google, make sure
you meet them, meet their agent… And
always remember what has made them
great,” concluded Bloxham.
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ERWIN DOKTER

IRONMAN, REGIONAL DIRECTOR FOR SOUTH EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST

IRONMAN:
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Erwin Dokter, Regional Director for South Europe and the
Middle East at Ironman, gave an insight into the managing, target groups and the development of the cult triathlon competition Ironman, which sprout its roots in Hawaii
in 1978. Since then, the competition has slowly grown into
one of the most recognised and profitable brands in sports.
The Ironman triathlon, a combination of
three disciplines that ruthlessly demand
a dedicated and unbreakable athlete, has
been rapidly developing, growing and
gaining popularity. The Ironman brand
and its 225 competitions are annually present around the globe: everywhere between
the Americas and Australia, and from
Northern Europe down to the South of
Africa. The number of new events has also
been growing and has already reached 20
new events per year, while 85 percent of all
competitions are sold out, Dokter unveiled.
With the new owners from China, the
brand and its series of competitions are
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also spreading to the East coast of Asia,
where a great potential for new events has
been noticed despite the initial scepticism. The brand management is carefully
planning how to reach the core of individuals’ goals. Along with the half Ironman
and the royal discipline, events for children and especially women are being given a lot of attention.
The competition annually attracts more
than 250,000 passionate iron athletes who
unconditionally dedicate their lives to
this test of willpower. At the same time
the events and Ironman contents also
reach an audience of more than 6 million.

Exceptional individuals personify dedication, passion, motivation and endurance,
while at the same time being ‘normal’ people with everyday jobs who are strict in
planning their lives and conform them to
this hobby.

mostly in hotels, which all has a great
effect on the economy since the participants contribute to an income of between
4 (for the ‘full’ Ironman) and 8 (for the
half Ironman) million Euro per event
altogether.

Dokter’s data clearly supported these
claims: more than 50 percent of the participants responded to a survey on satisfaction and 73 percent of the Ironman
emails were opened by their recipients.
The alliance to the brand is also shown
with numerous tattoos on the bodies of
those who dedicated a part of their life
to overcoming extreme strain. The fact
that more than half of the participants
are returning ‘customers’ speaks for itself.

Ironman’s sponsorship structure is modelled on that of other big sporting events,
with the global title and main sponsors,
followed by different other national and
regional levels of partnerships. Each event
has a strictly defined plan for branding
and exposure of sponsors.

Taking a look at the participants, these
are mostly “university educated home
owners, averagely 43 years of age and
with much above average incomes,”
Dokter said. And ironmen do not travel
to competitions alone. They are accompanied by between 3 and 5 persons and
spend at least three nights at the location,
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TOBY HESTER

SPONSORSHIP COACH, CEO

HOW TO
CONNECT WITH
BRANDS:
THE START OF
THE JOURNEY
Toby Hester has learnt from his mistakes made in more than
three decades in the marketing industry and negotiating over
170 sponsorship deals, including for Castrol and Coca-Cola.
He applied many key-definitions of the industry to his experience in the field and offered the audience a helping hand to
better start the journey.
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When pursuing a brand, Hester says the
most important for an agency or a rights
holder is to show interest, understanding
and love – to develop a partnership. It
is about understanding each other and
about understanding your own business.
The basics
“Brand sponsorship is the financial or
in-kind support of an activity, used primarily to reach specified business goals.
A brand partnership is a mutually beneficial relationship between a rights
holder and a brand that targets the same
audiences to achieve individual or shared
goals. An endorsement is the act of publicly saying that an organisation or person likes or uses a product or service in
exchange for money.”
Everything listed above qualifies as a
sponsorship, and using it should mean
understanding it, internalizing it. It is
even more important to know your audiences and to understand that in “every
organisation, sponsorship has only one
role – to change behaviour,” said Hester
and instructed everyone writing a sponsorship strategy to consider: firstly, who
do you want to change their behaviour,
and secondly, which behaviour do you
want to change in those target groups.
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Whatever your goal is, you want people to
feel something and you want some action.
It needs to be determined what exactly
you want. If you want to change performance of your employees, you want them
to feel, think and do something differently. You should want to change the tone.
Because, “it’s all about emotions,” Hester
pointed out the fact that according to neuroscientists, 79 percent of our purchasing
decisions are made based on the right,
emotional side of the brain.
Objectives and ROI
Brands want to be loved and need to set
objectives around four different elements:
brands, sales, product-proof points and
employee engagement. According to
Hester, ROI can only be used to benchmark how your advertising and your
PR is performing. “Because unless you
can demonstrate how many ice creams
you’ve sold as a result of your sponsorship or how many people went to your
store and bought groceries, you’re not
delivering ROI,” warned Hester.
How do brands approach achieving their
objectives? Through defining whether
you are reaching the audience that the
brand wants to reach, outlining different
involvement areas, and assessing how you

differentiate your brand from another
brand from this sponsorship opportunity.
Which links everything to the aforementioned objectives. To go back to the starting point, “the way we change behaviour
is through what we call the brand funnel of awareness, perception, familiarity,
consideration, commitment and loyalty,”
explained Hester.
Being solution-based is the key. As a
brand, you need to identify your needs, as
a rights holder or an agency, identify the
needs of a brand and show them you care.
Something else is also very important. “If
you’re working in sponsorship/marketing,
you have a duty to your brand and to your
business. It is to connect with people and
to never walk out of a room and be forgotten,” concluded Toby Hester the presentation with the latter part being a quote by
his father.

STUART RAMSEY

SOUTHAMPTON FC, HEAD OF SPONSORSHIP

TOBY HESTER

SPONSORSHIP COACH, CEO

BRANDS VS RIGHTS HOLDERS
Southampton signed two lucrative deals in 2016, after it was recognised as the fastest growing brand in global football in 2015.
Pushing boundaries has helped them stand out as a brand, and
following their values and long-term thinking was the reason
for aforementioned agreements. Southampton is building a
brand preference with their fans and they are at the beginning
of having sustainable sponsorship revenue that would be beyond traditional revenue streams.
Building a business
The new story of Southampton FC's rich
history began in 2009 when the club had
fallen down two divisions from the Premier
League and was left 35 minutes away from
not existing anymore. At that time, Markus
Liebherr came in “with a wish to create a
long-term sustainable business model,”
said Ramsey, so that the club would never
again find itself on the edge of a precipice.
Markus Liebherr passed away and the club
got passed down to his daughter, Katharina
Liebherr, who was not a football fan, but
continued to build the club with a set of
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values that they still believe in and breath
today because she had advisors who told
her that this is something she could really
build on. “And that was based on the people, the methodology, the insights and the
internal brand Southampton FC created to
develop young players,” added Ramsey.
This was a pivotal moment in developing
the business that can now succeed even
in times when the results on the pitch are
not very good. Southampton now works
as a brand business and not as a football club. They look at their business in

a variety of different ways; Southampton
has its own events business, they advise
businesses and other sports organisations how to become the best they can
be in their new St. Mary’s training centre, and they know they will always drive
revenue, whatever happens on the pitch.
Toby Hester, a Southampton fan himself,
admitted the fans love not only their club
but also their owner and the badge and
they celebrate successes together with
them. Hester emphasized the importance
of this attitude: “From the commercial
perspective, if I’m a brand and I’m considering sponsoring a club, I look at their
relationship.”
What does it mean to be
Southampton?
The whole club, not only the players,
pitched their ideas and together they
came up with five values: respect, unity,
creativity, accountability and aspiration.
The point was “to build a brand both
internally and externally,” said Ramsey
and added that what they want to do is
“turn potential into excellence”. By having
this set of values placed all around the
football club, and everyone from a cleaner
to the CEO living by those values, this also

what you can do really well. Make sure you
tack that on your pin board and then try
to convince people of the value, of why you
can do that really well.” Southampton has a
great pedigree of developing amazing players and selling them, for example Gareth
Bale, Theo Walcott, Alex Chamberlain.
Aside from their values, Southampton
coaching team has a black box, which takes
in all the data insight that they can possibly
have on football players, scouting recruitment, succession plans etc.

creates a credible content they can sell “in
sponsorship as well, we can tell our story to our business associates and to our
players. We at Southampton will help you
reach your potential,” pointed out Ramsey.
Toby Hester added how important this
was for any brand and business, which
sees a sports organisation acting in this
way and then tries to learn from it; the
product development team can learn how
innovation is developed within the club,
the finance team can see how a brand
manifests itself and builds itself through
this sort of organisation. “Suddenly, you
step away from being eleven players that

turn out on Saturday afternoon to play
football into a performance based organisation that any business can learn from,”
Hester revealed the recipe for success.
“Inspiration attracts,” added Hester.
Southampton as a challanger brand
Along with everything else, Southampton
was the first Premier league club on Vine
and Snapchat. Innovation reflects their
belief system, because “in order to allow
people to reach their potential and to
gain that excellence, you have to at least
want to be at the forefront on everything,”
explained Ramsey, and added: “it’s about

Hester described Southampton as a challenger brand, which naturally attracts other challenger brands; Virgin Media and
Under Armour signed long-lasting deals
with them not so long ago. “It’s natural
that a brand would want to associate with
a highly principled football club that is
delivering wonderful footballers and has
fans that love the business it is associated
with,” said Hester and appealed to everybody involved in the marketing process to
think about sponsorship in a slightly different way and try to start evoking change
in their organization. “This is what these
guys were able to do,” Hester concluded
the discussion.
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MILAN VAJDA

HK SLOVAN BRATISLAVA, HEAD OF MARKETING

ALJOŠA BAŠIĆ

HNK HAJDUK SPLIT, HEAD OF MARKETING
MODERATOR: TOMAŽ AMBROŽIČ | SPORT MEDIA FOCUS

CLUB MEMBERSHIP AS A
MARKETING PLATFORM
The pannel discussed how club membership helps the brands
of the Hockey club Slovan Bratislava and the Football club Hajduk Split. Since the sponsoring brands are always looking for
ways to connect with the fans, it is important for any club to
strategically create an established membership structure.
The privately owned Slovan Bratislava
competes in a very demanding KHL
league, which has been played in 10 different time zones from Bratislava, Hungary,
to Vladivostok, Russia, since 2012, and is
the only representative of one of the eight
countries competing. Slovan Bratislava is
the oldest club in the second biggest hockey
league in the world. The legendary football
club from the Adriatic region Hajduk Spit
with its own TV show ‘Velo misto’ and even
an operetta is not a traditional sports club.
When everybody else is trying to activate
a fan base and to attract people around the
club, “it is the other way around in Hajduk,
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where a big fan base activates people in
the club,” pointed out Aljoša Bašić, Head of
Marketing. This big fan base gives the club
the power and stability with its sponsors and
partners also during the time when results
on the field are not as good as expected.
42,000 stakeholders
In 2016, 42,000 members of HNK Hajduk
Split became partial owners of the club.
The cooperative ‘Naš Hajduk’ (Our
Hajduk) took over 25 percent of the
stakes of the club and took a bind to pay
the main club’s sponsor Tommy close to
5 million Euros in 10 years. For the first

time in this region, fans entered the club
not only as fans but also as stakeholders. A long-term plan of the club, which
faced financial difficulties in the recent
past, “was to make a formal and regulated
step towards fans being part of all working procedures in the club,” pointed out
Bašić. The plan is to make this share even
bigger, but history has already been made
with an obligation of the club that if the
club exists, fans will always be a part of the
management board.
Slovan cash-back card
Milan Vajda, Head of Marketing at HK
Slovan Bratislava, presented a special
loyalty programme that they developed
with their partner Lioness and includes
a cash-back loyalty card. HK Slovan
Bratislava is a typical fan-driven club.
Ticketing accounts to about 25 percent
of their income and if Premium-sitting
revenue is included, the percentage goes
up to 37 percent. Vajda presented another
reason why the membership programme
is so important: “Before we teamed up
with Lioness, we just estimated the number of our fan base and our potential, but
we had absolutely no data about them.”

Several companies approached HK
Slovan Bratislava during the two-year
period when the topic was discussed on
the board. What they wanted to do at the
club and the reason they partnered-up
with Lioness, is “to go a bit further,
beyond ice hockey and beyond sport and
introduce a more universal win-win programme,” said Vajda. Slovan cash-back
card is now equivalent to the season
card and is accepted worldwide. Slovan’s
fans get up to 5 percent from a purchase
across the world and a friendly 1 percent of each purchase is allocated for the
support of the club. The money will be
used for the youth programme of the
club but also for the further participa-

tion of Slovan in KHL, since HK Slovan
cannot be backed by the state companies
like most of the Russian hockey clubs.
When it comes to this kind of income,
it is important for the club to be “very
credible, trustworthy and transparent,”
emphasized Vajda and concluded that
the biggest possibilities for the club lie in
the relationship and corporate partnerships with the city of Bratislava, since the
results of a survey done by The School
of Economics in Bratislava showed that
participation of the club in a global
international competition, such as KHL,
indirectly brings 4 million euros to the
businesses in the city.

Hajduk co-branding
In 2012, Hajduk was once again on the
edge of a precipice, and co-branding with
as many partners as possible was “one
of the last options of the club,” admitted
Bašić. They needed to look outside of the
box and the name of Hajduk was something they could build on. Marketing sales
of more than 800 products on the market
(including beer and juice) amounted to
incredible 45 percent of the club’s income
in 2015. Dalmatia has experienced a
tourism boom in the recent years and
these products are interesting not only
for the Croats but also for the tourists.
Hajduk’s experience with an ambassador
programme, where they cooperate with
more than 80 companies from different
industries, also showed that their fans do
not want discount, but would like for the
money to go directly to the club. It is now
decided that when members purchase
something at the club’s partner, the difference in prize will be allocated directly into
the future buy-in of new shares. Hajduk
will try to push this message across to the
fan base and is looking forward to the
sporting success once again building on
the incredible passion of their fans.
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GUSZTÁV BIENERTH

GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONER FOR TOURISM;
BUDAPEST 2024, VICE-CHAIRMAN

BUDAPEST – HOME OF
MAJOR SPORTS EVENTS*
Gusztáv Bienerth presented the strategy behind Budapest’s bid
for hosting the 2024 Olympic Games. He believed this was a
unique opportunity not only for Budapest and Hungary, but
also for the Olympic movement and the whole East-Central
Europe. In his opinion, their agenda was fully compatible with
IOC’s 2020 agenda.
Hungary is one of the founders of the
Olympic movement, according to Gusztáv
Bienerth, and has won more Olympic medals than any other nation that has never
organized the Olympic games. The whole
East-Central region of Europe has never
hosted “a larger humanity’s undertaking of
the world that brings countless opportunities”. When answering the fundamental
question of ‘why enter the race’, Bienerth
replied: “We wouldn’t invest billions of
Euros into three weeks; that wouldn’t make
sense. It’s not only about the Olympics, it’s
about forgetting our provincialism. It’s
about putting East-Central Europe on the
global map. It’s about leaving the 20th cen48 | SPORTO 2016

tury behind. It’s about providing opportunities for the region and for the world.”
Bienerth and Budapest 2024 called for a
new solution, new approaches and a new
vitality for the international Olympic
movement which was in his opinion losing ground with the Summer Olympics
remaining the monopoly of the mega
cities like Beijing, London, Rio de Janeiro,
Tokyo and Los Angeles or Paris. Bienerth
listed three key answers to the questions
of ‘why Budapest would be good for the
Olympics’ and ‘why the Olympics would
be good for Budapest’: “renewal, new
vitality and the right time.” Budapest

2024 wanted to make agenda 2020 a reality, said Bienerth: “The new strategy of
the IOC is to make the Olympics more
sustainable, more feasible and to decrease
the drain they make on a city and on a
country.” Budapest 2024 would like to
turn the tables on another big concern
of the IOC, pointed out Bienerth: “Young
people aren’t doing sports anymore and
they aren’t following the Games the way
they had been. There’s a decline in the
Olympic attraction factor and that has to
be changed.” Budapest 2024 differentiated itself from other candidates in being
the only candidate that published all 1300
pages of their feasibility study online.
Bienerth acknowledged the need to learn
from others, since Hungary has never
hosted the Olympics. They wished to properly balance and adopt the local and international, with a lot of focus on the region,
admitted Bienerth: “It would be a team
undertaking and we wouldn’t be able to
do it without Slovenia, without our neighbours, without their input, the companies,
people etc. The capacity of the Hungarian
economy in itself wouldn’t be able to financially deliver – from the capacity point of
view – what needed to be done.” Budapest
2024 wanted to put the Olympics into the
city and even though “any development

is unaffordable”, Bienerth assured that
Budapest would not “build anything we
didn’t know what it would be used for after
the Olympics. We wouldn’t have a single
seat that wouldn’t be reasonable; the sustainability factor of the Budapest Olympic
Games was 100 percent.” Budapest 2024
was aiming to show that money does matter and that the Summer Olympic Games
do not have to be a megalomaniac and
out-of-every-proportion prestigious project. Bienerth also talked about Budapest
2024 raising eyebrows around the world:
“Budapest is a 2-million midsized capital,
incomparable to Los Angeles or Paris. Our
economic numbers, our strategy of going
forward was basically opening the opportunity to other midsize cities of the world
to consider hosting the Summer Games in
the future”, concluded Bienerth.
*The Budapest city assembly voted on 1 March 2017 to
officially withdraw the city’s application to host the 2024
Olympic Games. The assembly’s decision came after more
than 266,000 signatures were submitted to the Budapest
Elections Office, the result of a campaign to force a referendum on Budapest’s Olympic application.
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